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Abstract 

Due to increasing life expectancy of the population, it is necessary to have tools that help 

provide various services to the elderly. Some of these tools are related to health services. In 

particular, in the area of mental health, specialists use various memory tests, such as Luria, to 

assess the degree of mental impairment or to prevent it. The use of mobile technology could 

be of great help to both the specialists and the elderly in the application of Luria tests. 

However, such solutions involve many details in the implementation for the system to be 

usable and functional, because older adults may have visual, hearing or motor impairments, 

among others. Furthermore, the application of some tests requires contextual plasticity, 

because the memory depends on the user experience, so that the elements of the tests should 

be tailored to each user use. 

1. Introduction 

In the last decades of the twentieth century the population of many countries increased 

their average life expectancy and the birth rate decreased. The aging process is more dynamic 

in developed countries. This is reflected in the incremental percentage of elderly population 

[1]. According to United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), in 2012 the percentage of the 

world population with more than 60 years old was 11.5 percent, while in the more developed 

regions reaches 22.6 percent. It is projected that by 2050 the elderly population will be 21.2 

percent of the world population [1][2].  

In Mexico, for example, adults over 60 years old have with mental problems or mental 

deterioration are 2.5 percent. Of these, 31% is due to the aging process and 41% per disease 

[2][3][4][5]. The group of older adults has a higher social risk resulting from the advancement 
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of age the most propensity to present physical or mental limitations. And that is accentuated 

by the deficiencies that exist in the coverage and quality in social security and health care [3] 

[4]. Therefore it is important to prevent memory deterioration through treatment by mental 

health specialists. In addition to developing new technologies that help facilitate treatment 

and to allow greater coverage of some health services [5]. 

Currently, doctors and mental health specialists, applied to patients both physically 

different, listening exercises, and understanding, among others. These exercises can reduce 

memory loss or determine the level of impairment of cortical functions of individuals [6] [7] 

[8] [9]. Luria tests are designed for this purpose and are considered neuropsychological 

research methods for the patient. The Luria memory tests are oriented to the study of motor, 

visual, auditory features, language and writing, reading, arithmetic and the memory processes 

and intellectual. The aim of this study of these functions is to find out the fundamental defects 

caused by local lesions in the brain. This grant allows a diagnosis of the syndrome and that is 

to determine the deterioration level of psychic functions. The general approach to testing the 

proposed A. R. Luria in his book Higher cortical functions in man [7]. Luria tests can be 

applied to older adults to determine the degree of memory deterioration.  

The application efficiency of Luria memory tests decreases in older adults owing to 

biological factors that are pertaining to the human body such as genre, age, and race [5][6]. For 

example, inability or difficulty moving to the place of performance of testing, or difficulty in 

solving the test due to visual deterioration or motor skills. Another problem that has been 

detected is the coverage to meet the demand for health services. Few health centers and 

specialists are capable of addressing mental deterioration. Each specialist can have a significant 

number of patients who must apply the tests, which increases the complexity of monitoring 

patients. In particular, specialists apply the tests and take control and monitoring traditional and 

face shape (pencil, paper and paper files). One solution is to provide a software tool to assist in 

this process and have the flexibility to take advantage of mobile technologies. 

The use of some mobile devices, especially those with touch screen at least with 7 inches 

size, such as tablets and some smartphone, can be considered to develop applications for 

Luria memory test applied to older adults. In [10], an analysis of the Luria memory tests is 

presented to applications implemented as computer systems and mobile computing. In that 

work, a feasibility analysis of the Luria memory tests is presented for inclusion in 

applications that can run on desktops and mobile devices [10]. This analysis reveals that 90% 

of memory tests may be conducted as applications on mobile devices taking advantage of 

their different mechanisms and means of interaction (touch screen, use of sensors, 

microphones and cameras, among others). These solutions enable the specialist to define the 

sequence of exercises to be performed in the first sessions of patient assessment. And later, 

the patient can perform exercises from a mobile device, without the presence of specialists. 

The patient can exercise anytime, anywhere. In addition, if the software sends the results of 

the assessments to the specialist, then the monitoring of patients can be done remotely. Such 

solutions help users (patients and specialist) can simplify their time, resulting in better quality 

of services and better quality of life for older adults. 

Such solutions involve applications on mobile devices for applying Luria tests are 

completely intuitive for users. For this reason, it is necessary that the graphical user interface 

and means interactions are intended for older adults. In addition, we have two sets of design 

problems: 1) the adult interaction with system functionality. 2) the plasticity of the system 

with the user experience. The user interaction with the system functionality refers to its main 
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functions are intuitive (open session, select and load Luria memory tests, to name a few), that 

the information is appropriate to display any visual limitations that may have the user and the 

means of interaction can change depending on the capabilities of the elderly.  

The plasticity of the system depending on the user experience makes reference to 

consider the memory of individuals depends on emotional factors or life experiences. For 

example, it found that for tests where the user must memorize a set of words, individuals have 

better retention of words related to their experience of life [8]. For this reason the system is 

responsible for adapting the test to user context. 

To create systems that can be used by older adults should be considered latent human 

factors in the elderly, such as perception, cognition and movement control [11][12]. There are 

some design guidelines aimed at older adults seeking better usability of devices and 

applications. 

In this work, we discuss the different Luria memory tests and alternatives for application 

in mobile devices. It begins with a review of the different Luria memory tests and alternatives 

for application in mobile devices. Subsequently, we present the software design strategy that 

we use for applications on mobile devices. It starts with developing storyboards for an 

overview of the system state changes and determine the features and appropriate means of 

interaction [18][19]. After displays for mayor adults are designed using design patterns and 

guidelines for applications on mobile devices [11][12][13][14][15][16][17][19]. And also 

special cases are discussed when the system should automatically adapt their interaction 

means to user limitations and context of the users [11][12][18].  

2. Luria Tests 

The Soviet neurologist Alexander Romanovich Luria, trend psychoneurology studied 

higher cortical functions in man and its relation to the brain mechanisms. He considered the 

functional systems to be responsible of human behavior such complex systems, plastic, 

capable of self-regulation resulting from the interaction of a set of areas of the brain. The 

social environment is a determining factor in these functional systems. 

Luria's ideas have achieved wide circulation in our days, mainly by the development of a 

test, called Luria-Christensen Neuropsychological Test. This test was developed by his 

disciple, A. Christensen, and widely used in Neurology and Neuropsychology for the 

diagnosis of various brain functions. 

The test is a battery of neuropsychological evaluation that studies, using different 

exercises five neuropsychological domains or higher-level functions: Attention, language, 

movement and action, perception, memory and learning. The main objective of this test is to 

analyze and understand the structure of psychic phenomena, to help diagnose abnormalities of 

the central nervous system as well as the rehabilitation of higher cortical functions. In this 

paper we will focus on the testing of memory and learning functions.  
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2.1. Tests for Memory Processes 

There are three key parts of research on memory processes: A study of the direct fixation 

of footprint, analysis of the processes of fixing repetition and remembrance instrumentalized. 

Each of these parts has its own set of tests.  

i) Direct-fixation Trace 

The purpose of these tests is to establish to what extent the patient is able to maintain 

direct traces left by the stimuli. Also show whether the patient alterations in the volume and 

strength of the conservation of the tracks are present, and if symptoms conservation disorders 

are manifested in a spatial area, such as the visual trace, hearing trace, or tactile trace. 

 

Afterimages. In this test, the patient is shown 3 or 4 bright red geomeric figures on a 

homogeneous background (gray or white) for 15 or 20 seconds each one; the patient 

continues to see the imprint of the figure, which appears briefly after removing. Moreover, 

generally, the print is stained an additional color (cyan in this case). The image displayed in a 

fixed place in the homogeneous background is called posimagen negative. In this way, it 

differs from the positive posimagen. Usually, retains a fairly accurate contour that can blur 

gradually. The image remains some time; then disappears gradually and sometimes recurs 

once or twice. In healthy people, the visual posimagen remains 15 to 30 seconds and then 

loses its precision and disappears. The total time of the afterimage and fluctuations depend on 

individual characteristics of the person, as well as the brilliance of the exciter and the 

extension of its attachment. 

 

Direct retention of visual trace. In this test, the person presents three or four visual 

images from 5 to 10 seconds. The figures are simple geometric figures. When the time 

expires, the figures are removed and the patient should draw the figures even remember. 

 

Direct retention of hearing trace. The user is presented with various rhythmic tones to 

be played. In order to study the kinesthetic memory, the patient will show several hand 

positions that should imitate to play. 

 

Direct retention of verbal trace. The study of the stability of retention is performed 

verbal dictating traces (or showing in writing) a range of 3 to 4 words or numeric digits to be 

repeated immediately.  

This test is presented in three successive stages. In the first stage it is read to the patient, 

or is presented visually, a series of three, then four and finally five words to listen and repeat 

immediately. In the second step, a pause of 5 to 10 seconds between reading and the 

reproduction is made, and the subsequent reproduction of the series to set the degree of 

stability that traces is retained. In the third stage, the repetition of the series of words 

separated from his presentation with a break of 10 to 15 seconds, in this pause will be 

distracting the patient with a conversation. The purpose of this exercise is to determine the 

ease with which the reproduction of traces can be inhibited with external excitatory. At all 

stages, the patient has to reproduce the words in the same order that they were submitted. 
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To determine the ease with which the patient can go from playing a series of words to the 

reproduction of another, the following is done: After performing the first experiment, the 

patient is asked to repeat the same set of words but presented in a different order. For 

example, after the series: “home-forest-cat-table”, the patient is presented with the series 

“table-forest-cat-house”. The phenomena of pathological inertia may preclude the patient to 

move to the new series and instead, continue repeating the previous series, in the same order 

in which it was shown on that occasion.  

 

Reproduction of the contents of stories. In this test, the patient will read any simple 

story, and asked him to narrate. Then the same is done with a second story (which includes 

elements of the first story). The experimenter sets the completeness of the patient conveys the 

content of each of the stories, and see if the patient does not intertwined with them additional 

partnerships, i.e., if no mixing elements of the first and second, or contamination of both 

appears stories. After the patient has narrated the contents of the second story, the patient is 

asked to remember the first again. Failure to do so indicates a high feedback inhibition. 

ii) Retention Process Testing 

Retention processes and their alteration in cases of pathological conditions of the brain 

also constitute one of the best studied sections of modern general psychology. 

 

Words learning. In this test, the patient is shown several words or numerical figures, 

unrelated, and the number of items exceeds the number that you can remember. Usually the 

series consists of 10 to 12 words, or 8 to 10 numeric digits. The patient is asked to remember 

and repeat the series in any order. After recording the number of retained items, the patient is 

presented with a series of new and re-recorded the results. This process is repeated 8 to 10 

times and the data obtained are shown in the form of “memory curve”. 

iii) Tests for logical or mediated memorization 

Study of memory and intellectual processes. Its purpose is to characterize the active 

auxiliary means, which serve to memorize of material comprised for logical activity. 

 

Mediate memory. The patient is asked to remember a series of 12 to 15 words, using 

appropriate plates, which serve as a means of support to memorize. The plates used, must not 

directly represent the contents of the word. The plates are selected so that the patient is forced 

to establish some relationship between the word sense and the plate. A typical example of this 

process can be memorizing the word “rain” in the plate “umbrella” or the word “thief” in the 

plate “bolt”. 

The mediate memory test can be carried out in two variants. In the first variant, the 

patient is shown a series of words, each of which corresponds to a sheet which should serve to 

remind. In the second, standing 15 to 20 sheets against the person, and must choose the one 

that best serves to remember the word given. Once the patient has chosen to associate a 

picture to a word, you should ask the reason why he chose that image, this relationship should 

be considered and the partnership must be remembered by the patient. 
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Pictogram. It is a variant of the mediate recall test. The patient is proposed remember 

several words or expressions, then the patient is asked to draw each time a sign or figure that 

can be used to remember the word. Must use words or expressions that cannot be represented 

directly, for example “a deaf old woman” or “a hungry child”. After the series finished words 

are presented to the patient drawings made by him, and should reproduce the necessary words. 

3. Older Adults Centered Design 

The design of user interfaces is an essential part of software development, which involves 

concepts such as usability, different forms of interaction, the context of use, and flexibility, 

among other. On the one hand, the design process must involve the requirements of the final 

product that seeks to develop. In another hand, the design should consider the characteristics 

of the end users who will use the product. For this reason, we consider the use of processes to 

help better designs, for example the design focused on the user. The user-centered design is to 

use methods that focus on creating designs from the perspective of end users, involving them 

in the design stages. Universal design is a variant of UCD. The main goal is that universal 

design products are designed to be flexible enough to be usable for people with or without 

limitations. A good universal design benefits to anyone and should benefit even more people 

with disabilities. This idea can be applied when designing products for seniors. 

Older adults have different physical impairments. These impairments include reduction 

of different capacities such as visual, hearing, motor and cognitive. In the literature, it has 

been found that there is research centered design seniors and have been given a set of design 

recommendations. These recommendations are grouped for each of the problems identified: 

Visual, hearing, haptic and cognitive. 

Design Recommendations for Visual Problems 

Older adults have a gradual impairment of vision, because parts of the eye suffer 

deformities like lens or cornea. This affects mainly in the use of mobile devices because 

screens, although no high-resolution, its size is between 5 and 9 inches mainly. Therefore, for 

text presentation the following recommendations are made: 

 

 Font size: recommended 12 points and x-height. 

 Font style: It is recommended to use Sans Serif fonts like Arial or Times New 

Roman.  

 Use of capital letters: Text in uppercase attract much attention and is recommended 

for major labels.  

 Contrast: Texts with a heterogeneous color with respect to the background color 

where present. For example white text on a black background or vice versa. 

 Reduce scrolling, because it is more difficult to process information.  

 

Older adults vary greatly in their perceptual abilities, so it is advisable to use multimodal 

interfaces to seek information. This combined with voice haptics or some other form of 

interaction.  
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Design Recommendations for Hearing  

The ear suffers gradual deterioration. The user loses ability to hear certain frequencies 

voice. Recommendations for incorporating auditory interfaces are: 

 

 Volume Control: It is important to provide the user with directions on how to adjust 

the volume levels. 

 Frequencies of 4000 Hz or higher. 

 Provide redundant information: For example, in the case of using caution signs 

(warnings), use another sensory channel, as the vibration of a device or a light. Also 

consider at this point, the auditory and visual presentation of a message.  

 Minimize background noise or reverberation: The objective is to increase the degree 

of attention. This can be achieved, staying in rooms with sound-absorbing materials, 

and maximizing the use of headphones. 

 

For interfaces with reporting by voice, the recommendations are  

 

 Pauses appropriate grammatical elements: As after phrases or end of a sentence.  

 Adapting the voices according to the situation: Using only natural voice timbre. Use 

male voices to announce information. And using female voices, a little below 

average in decibels, to attract attention. Avoid synthetic voice messages. 

Design Recommendations for Haptic Problems 

Haptic interfaces refer to any interface other than visual or hearing. This includes the set 

of gestures on mobile devices. However, older adults may have diseases like arthritis that 

prevent gestures occur properly. For this type of interfaces, the main recommendation is: 

 

 Allow sufficient time for entries.  

Design Recommendation for Cognitive Problems 

Cognitive problems are caused by injury or gradual deterioration in short-term memory 

and working memory mainly. This affects attention span, spatial cognition is reflected in the 

navigation application. The design recommendations for these problems are: 

 

 Only provide relevant information. 

 Provide a clear indication of where the user is in an information space, as the 

structure of a menu. 

 Do not saturate the capabilities of user attention. Avoid paying too much information 

in different ways at the same time. 

 Use interface techniques that reduce the use of working memory. 

 Designing the interface using common metaphors such as tabs or folders. 

 Provide multiple ways to access information. 

 Use words to indicate some action is better than using icons. 
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4. Design of Luria Memory Test 

Luria tests are sets of exercises that are associated with one of the three major categories: 

A study of the direct fixation of trace, analysis of the processes of fixing repetition and 

remembrance instrumentalized. In this section we have included a test of each category. For 

direct fixation traces was selected direct retention of visual trace test. For retention process 

was selected learning word test. And, finally, for mediated memorization was selected de 

pictogram test. 

For the design of interfaces memory tests we have relied on the use of the storyboard. 

This allows us some independence on the specific design patterns to each platform. The 

Storyboard's main characteristics present the design of the user interface and context [21]. 

This lets us know the type of information is presented as the user interacts with the 

application.  

4.1. Direct Retention of Visual Trace 

For testing visual traces, it is possible to present 3 or 4 random geometric figures (square, 

circle, pentagon, etc) bright red on the mobile device display, indicating that remain for 15 to 

20 seconds and must be indicated in the instructions that the patient should remain viewing 

this pictures during this time. The application solicits to the patient to draw the figures that 

was showed before. As mediate memory test, in this test its needed a haptic interface that can 

be implemented with the touchscreen technology. The draws made by the patient must be 

saved in a lightweight format such as JPEG and send to the database.  

Figure 1 shows the storyboard of this test. It starts with a screen where information is 

given to the user to perform the test and a button to start. You may notice that the button to 

start the test is labeled with uppercase text. The second screen shows a sample of how the 

image sequences will be. The third screen shows the capture screen where the user draw the 

figures even remember. The last screen allows the user to indicate that the test is over. 

 

 

Figure 1. Storyboard of direct retention of visual footprint test. 
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4.2. Words Learning  

Are presented to the person many words or numbers, not linked to each and whose 

number exceeds the amount that can remember. Usually the series consist of 10 to 12 words 

of 8 to 10 numbers. The patient is asked to recall and repeat the series in any order. After 

recording the number of items retained, presents to the patient again the series and re-records 

the results. This process is repeated 8 to 10 times. After complete all repetitions and spent 50 

to 60 minutes, the specialist must ask to the patient the series of words without mentioning it 

to the patient again. Then the test has two phases: in the first series of words or numbers are 

presented and the patient should repeat. In second phase, going 50 or 60 minutes, the patient 

to indicate the words or numbers to remember is requested.  

The application must download the series of words in a database containing common 

series for this test. Must have a variety of these series, so that no repetition between tests. 

Figure 2 shows the storyboard of the first phase of the test. Four types of test interfaces with 

the user are presented in storyboard. These four types of interfaces are given by the 

combinations of the two types of presentation of test information (written or audio) and the 

two ways in which the user provides the interaction with the test (written or spoken). The test 

shows that words can be read to the patient or in the form of text. In this analysis we consider 

two cases: 

 

1. For the case in which the words are presented in the form of text, must take the 

general considerations of a text in this analysis. The words are displayed on screen 

with an appearance time for the user to have a chance to read the word and hold it. 

In this analysis it is proposed that the time of occurrence for word is 5 to  

10 seconds. 

2. For the case in which the words are presented in the form of audio, playback of 

sound files is required in the mobile devices. This represents a higher data download 

and use more features. This form is recommended for this test, because it’s similar to 

testing experience between the patient and the specialist. 

 

Figure 3 shows the storyboard of the second phase of the test. At this stage there is no 

reporting only the user is asked to indicate the elements of the list even remember. The input 

of the application can be via voice or keyboard. 

These combinations of interaction allow the test to be adaptable to the conditions of the 

elderly. For example, if the elderly have eyestrain, then you can choose to submit the list 

through audio. If the user has mobility problems such as arthritis, and can not write, then you 

can repeat the list via voice.  

 



 

 

Figure 2. Storyboard of phase one of word learning test. 



 

 

Figure 3. Storyboard of phase two of word learning test. 



 

 

Figure 4. Storyboard of phase one of pictogram test. 

 



 

 

Figure 5. Storyboard of phase two of pictogram test. 
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4.3. Pictogram 

This test is a variant of the mediate memory test. The test consists of presenting to the 

patient a series of 12 to 15 words. For each word the patient should draw any sign or figure 

that can be used to remember the word. 

To present the words in this test, we can use the analysis in the words learning test. For 

each word, the application requests the patient draw a figure that associates with the current 

word. For this a haptic interface is needed. The touch- screen technology allows the user to do 

actions with the fingers. In this case the action is draw. The draws made by the patient must 

be saved in a lightweight format such as JPEG. These images will be shown to the patient 

after 40 minutes just like the words reproduction in the mediate memory test. This test also 

consists of two phases: the words the user must draw after seeing or hearing the word was 

presented in the first phase. In the second phase, the user is presented with the figure drew, 

and then the user must indicate the word associated with the picture. 

5. Conclusion 

Designs for mobile devices Luria three tests are taken. Each test is representative of the 

testing for memory cortical functions. The use of storyboards is presented as a suitable tool 

for such systems because no pattern design avoids any specific mobile platform such as 

Android or iOS. Storyboards can also follow the rules of the designs focused on seniors and 

verify the context of use as they interact with the system. 

Tests must adapt their mechanisms of interaction with the physical limitations of older 

adults. Fortunately, for some memory tests no differences in Luria introduce the user to 

remember the elements of written or spoken form. But for other tests this is not necessarily 

true. A solution that could help manage the interaction problems of older adults with mobile 

applications, would have equivalences between different mechanisms of interaction. For 

example, changing a haptic interface by an hearing interface. Or search equivalent gestures 

that are viable for different users.  

The system must be able to adapt to user capabilities. So the system must be able to meet 

these constraints through an information system or some inference can be made about a 

patient's knowledge base. Another feature that the system must know is the patient’s life 

experience to associate sets of words or images on tests. These specifications can be the 

specialist in the first interview. Therefore, it becomes necessary to have a data model for the 

different tests of Luria layers and is information related to patients and specialist. 
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